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THE GOALS FOR THIS SESSION

•The learner will hear:

•Working language for conscientious 
communications; and
•How to build and adopt shared racial equity 

vocabulary.



DO WE SHARE EQUITY 
VOCABULARY? YES.

DOES THAT VOCABULARY HOLD 
THE SAME MEANING WHEREVER 
YOU GO? ABSOLUTELY NOT.



SETTING:

HOUSTON



OJALÁ (oh-hah-la)

a) Hopefully
b) God willing

Comes from the Arabic expression law sha allah, “if God should want.”



BARBARA BUSH
1925 – 2018

GEORGE H. W. BUSH
1924 - 2018



“
THERE COULD BE NO DEFINITION OF A SUCCESSFUL LIFE THAT 
DOES NOT INCLUDE SERVICE TO OTHERS. FIND SOMETHING TO 
DO. GET OFF THE BENCH. DON’T SIT THERE WHINING, SUCKING 
YOUR THUMB, GET IN THE GAME. 
- George H. W. Bush



“
I AM NOT ONE WHO FLAMBOYANTLY 
BELIEVES IN THROWING A LOT OF 
WORDS AROUND.  
- George H. W. Bush



SETTING: 

CHICAGO



SOME CONTEXT

• The Great Migration (1915-1930s) and the Second Great 
Migration (1940-1970)
• De-facto segregation
• The Church, The Mob, The Democratic Machine
• Housing, Restrictive Covenants, and Redlining



I have never seen, even in Mississippi and Alabama,
mobs as hateful as I've seen here in Chicago.

- The Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., 1966

The Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. gives a speech at a Chicago Freedom Movement rally on July 10, 1966, at Soldier Field. Chicago Sun-Times

















IN NUMBERS

•Ten of the city’s 77 community areas have 
poverty rates below 10%
•Ten others have poverty rates above 40%



IN NUMBERS

•The homicide rate in Chicago: 14.9 per 100,000
• In Greater Grand Crossing (South Side): 53.8 per 

100,000
• In Lincoln Park (North Side): <1 per 100,000



IN NUMBERS
Chicago is the third most segregated 
city in the country (behind New York 
and Milwaukee), with a dissimilarity 
index of 76.43* 

*This is a number used by social scientists to measure segregation. The number indicates how many people from one race —in 
this case black or white —would have to move for races to be evenly distributed across a certain area. A score of 1 indicates 
perfect integration while 100 signals complete segregation. 



DISSIMILARITY INDEX
*This is a number used by social scientists to 
measure segregation. The number indicates 
how many people from one race —in this case 
black or white —would have to move for races 
to be evenly distributed across a certain area. 
A score of 1 indicates perfect integration while 
100 signals complete segregation. 



THE ARTS & BUSINESS COUNCIL 
OF CHICAGO
Our Vision: To create a vibrant Chicago arts community and an arts-
engaged business community where each mutually supports the other.
Our Mission: To develop leadership, the business of arts, and the art of 
business in Chicago.
Our Values

§ Relationships Matter
§ Candor is Essential
§ Diversity Builds Capacity



OUR COMMITMENT TO RACIAL 
EQUITY & THE CHICAGO 77

We seek and support partners to 
reach and serve all 77 of 
Chicago’s community areas





BUSINESS VOLUNTEERS 
FOR THE ARTS ®

• The Arts & Business Council of Chicago’s inaugural program has 
served Chicago since 1985. This program recruits skilled 
professionals, trains them in nonprofit practice, and connects them 
with organizations in need of management assistance. 

• Business Volunteers engage organizations in pro bono, team-based 
projects focused on board development, strategic planning, human 
resources, marketing, and more.



TRIGGER

Words or phrases that stimulate an emotional 
response because they tap into anger or pain 
about oppression issues.
Source: The University of Washington Center on Human Development and Disability



FOUR LEVELS OF RACISM
1.Personal: Private beliefs, prejudices, and ideas that individuals 
have about the superiority of whites and the inferiority of people of 
color. Among people of color, it manifests as internalized oppression. 
Among whites, it manifests as internalized racial superiority.

2. Interpersonal: The expression of racism between individuals. It 
occurs when individuals interact and their private beliefs affect their 
interactions.

Source: Adapted from Interaction Institute for Social Change



FOUR LEVELS OF RACISM
3. Institutional: Discriminatory treatment, unfair policies and 
practices, inequitable opportunities within organizations and 
institutions, based on race, that routinely produce racially inequitable 
outcomes for people of color and advantages for white people. 

4. Structural: A system in which public policies, institutional 
practices, cultural representations, and other norms work in various, 
often reinforcing ways to perpetuate racial group inequality. It is racial 
bias among institutions and across society. 

Source: Adapted from Interaction Institute for Social Change



RACIAL DISPARITIES

Differences in measurable societal outcomes, 
based on race. These disparities are rooted in 
unfairness and injustice and are perpetuated 
by policies and practices with racial bias 
(either implicit or explicit). 
Source: The University of Washington Center on Human Development and Disability



INTERSECTIONALITY / 
INTERSECTING OPPRESSIONS
The complex, cumulative way in which the effects 
of multiple forms of discrimination (such as 
racism, sexism, and classism) combine, overlap, 
or intersect especially in the experiences of 
marginalized individuals or groups.

Source: Merriam-Webster addition, 2017



SPECIFICALLY…

NATIONALITY. ABILITY. 
SEXUAL ORIENTATION. 
GENDER. CLASS. RACE. 



DECULTURALIZATION
The process by which American Indians and 
people of color have been stripped of their 
language and culture through intentional 
schooling practices (e.g., boarding schools, 
English-only policies) designed to enforce 
White supremacy.

Source: Deculturalization and the Struggle for Equality: A Brief History of the 
Education of Dominated Cultures in the United States, 2007



GATEKEEPER
Anyone in an institutional / organizational role or 
position who can grant or deny access to 
institutional resources or equity. Gatekeepers are, 
by structural design, accountable to the 
institutions they work for, and not the people 
they serve. They function as buffers between their 
institutions and the community.

Source: University of Washington Center on Human Development and Disability



UNDERUTILIZATION

The condition of having fewer protected 
group members in a particular job 
classification than would be reasonably 
expected by their availability in the labor 
force.

Source: The Santa Fe College Office of Diversity



UNDERREPRESENTED
Group identities whose numbers are 
demographically fewer than the larger majority 
groups. A historically oppressed group 
characterized by lack of access to the full benefits 
of the economic, social, and political opportunity, 
and often used as a replacement term for 
minority.

Source: Yale University School of Forestry & Environmental Studies Equity, Inclusion, and 
Diversity Committee (EQUID)



THE CONTINUUM
• Ally: Supporting / promoting what people of color do, where, 

and how they do it

• Advocate: Supporting / promoting what people of color do, 
where they cannot, and in ways that put them at risk

• Accomplice: Supporting / promoting what people of color do, 
where they cannot, and in ways that put you at risk



CULTURAL COMPETENCE

The ability to understand, appreciate and 
interact with people from cultures or belief 
systems different from one’s own. 

Source: American Psychological Association, 2015



CULTURAL HUMILITY
Maintaining a willingness to suspend what you 
know, or what you think you know, about a 
person based on generalizations about their 
culture. Rather, what you learn about others’ 
culture stems from being open to what they 
themselves have determined is their personal 
expression of their heritage and culture.
Source: Cultural Humility Versus Cultural Competence: A Critical Distinction in Defining Physician Training Outcomes in 
Multicultural Education, Journal of Health Care for the Poor and Underserved, May 1998



QUESTION 
EVERYTHING



EXAMPLE: “BEST PRACTICES”

WHO ARE WE TO SAY 
WHAT’S “BEST”?



EXAMPLE: “SOPHISTICATED”

COMPARED TO WHAT?



Within every word is a feeling and history. 
The greater understanding you have of both, 
the better you can mean what you say.

How conscious are you of the subtext of 
your language and the impact it has on 
others?



WHY YOU NEED SHARED/COMMON 
LANGUAGE
• Language isn’t meant to be exclusive

• The primary function of language is to bring people 
together



WHY YOU NEED SHARED/COMMON 
LANGUAGE
• Building barriers with language will not help your staff 

succeed

• Sharing a common language – similar terminology and 
vocabulary – maximizes your efforts



THE BENEFITS OF A 
SHARED/COMMON LANGUAGE 
• It brings clarity to conversation. Misunderstandings are minimized 

so time spent on correcting errors can be spent on your actual work

• You create a sense of identity, culture, camaraderie and belonging

• Your stakeholders hear consistency throughout your organization, 
communicating to them a sense of cohesiveness and reliability 
(which enhances your image)



STRATEGIES TO DEVELOP SHARED 
LANGUAGE
• Generate your list of terms

• Define the team language during the onboarding process

• Encourage consistent communication between your staff, team members, 
and stakeholders

• Use your vocabulary in all communications and documents

• Prepare an introductory training program for new team members and 
stakeholders



STRATEGIES TO DEVELOP SHARED 
LANGUAGE
• Identify points of miscommunication and learn from 

mistakes

• Anticipate a language learning curve

• Review your language, on a regular basis, an ensure that it 
remains relevant

• Learn from failure



THE WORK

Have staff lead the process. They 
need to be a part of the work, from the 
beginning, for the transition and 
implementation of a shared language to 
be effective



THE WORK
• Use surveys as part of the development process. The 

will help you determine:

• The views and sentiments of the employees regarding a 
common language

• Any misconceptions concerning language and terminology

• Terms that need to be defined according to those who are 
being surveyed



TIPS FOR DEVELOPING SHARED 
LANGUAGE
• Check your assumptions: Don’t assume that everyone in 

your organization shares your familiarity with your words and 
phrases. Ask to make sure.

• Speak up: If you hear unfamiliar words or think that some 
familiar words are being used in a different way, say so. Allow 
staff to use this opportunity to check their assumptions and 
review the way they use certain terms.



TIPS FOR DEVELOPING SHARED 
LANGUAGE
• Develop a shared glossary: Define critical terms and 

acronyms and agree on their meaning (even if only for one 
conversation).

• Create your own language: Develop terms to describe key 
issues/subjects that everyone in your team can understand. 
They can serve the purpose of 1) creating understanding and 2) 
encouraging group decision-making.



TIPS FOR DEVELOPING SHARED 
LANGUAGE
• Identify and avoid jargon: It only serves you.

•Create your own language: Develop terms to 
describe key processes or steps that everyone in the 
group can understand. They can serve the purpose of 
helping group members reach understanding and make 
decisions together.



BE A CONSCIOUS COMMUNICATOR
• Know what you need and want to say, and why.
• Be aware of your body language and behaviors.
• Share your thoughts and feelings, clearly.
• Express your thoughts and feelings, slowly.
• Share painful emotions assertively.
• Be conscious in timing.
• Are aware of meanings beneath what you communicate.
• Keep the message positive, honest, real, and/or upbeat



THAT SAID…
•Developing a shared language is an ongoing process

• There will always be a term that might make sense to an 
individual from one community or institution, but 
sound like jibber-jabber to a person from a different 
background



FINALLY…

Learn about other people, cities, 
communities, cultures, and languages.



GIVE ME A SHOUT!

Kenneth Franco
Email: kfranco@artsbiz-chicago.org
Office: 312.372.1876 ex. 102
LinkedIn: KennethFranco



THANK YOU,

APASO


